
Ideal for video professionals in the photography, educational, and industrial fields, the new RM-G800U Editing Con-
troller offers a full range of selectable editing functions, pro-style Jog dial, timecode-referenced editing capability, and
built-in JVC original control bus for direct interface with similarly equipped JVC recorders and players. Compatible
with JVC's new BR-S800U and BR-SSOOU, the easy-to-use RM-G800f.J provides a smooth upgrade path for professional
video editors, permitting easy system expansion as requirements dictate. Bridging the gap between advanced broad-
cast standard remote editors and inefficient consumer systems, the unique new RM-G800U is the most powerful and
cost-effective editing controller in its category. Equipped with everyting you need for high-quality, professional-stan-
dard editing and boasting a simple, "no-frills" design, the RM-G800U is the right choice for beginners and experienced
mas alike



Economical high-performance one-dial

editing controller

With a host of high-performance editing functions not found
on other editing controllers in its class, the RM-G800U offers
an economical alternative to videographers who do not require
a full-featured A/B-roIl editing system but need more sophisti-
cated capabilities than consumer-type systems can provide.

Easy-to-operate jog dial

Accurate and precise, the RM-G800U's pro-touch Jog control
moves the tape in the same direction and at the same speed
as you turn the dial for frame-accurate location of edit points.
You can ent~r the Jog mode directly and switch between the
player or recorder at the touch of a button. The Jog dial can
also be used to trim edit points and to enter edit location data

manually.

Time code referenced Editing

The greater accuracy and precision of time code referenced
editing has made it today's professional editing standard.
When used with JVC's BR-S800U and BR-SSOOU editing (s fast
and accurate. Time codes are clearly displayed on the LED
tape counter for easy data control. Edit points can be entered
numerically or "on-the-fly." CTL-referenced editing is also pos-
sible.

Comprehensive professional editing

functions including preview, review, and goto

Fully equipped for professional-standard editing, the RM-
G800U features automatic assemble and insert editing, audio
insert editing, as well as preview/review for checking edits
before and after editing, and goto for direct access to any edit
point. A capstan bump function is also provided.

8-digit LED counter

Indicates all edit data in either the TC or CTL mode, Switchable
between player and recorder. Also displays error messages
and elapsed tape time.

Two GPI ports for control of external

equipment
Two GPI (General Purpose Interface) pulse outputs allow
automatic triggering of a Video Toaster, special effects genera-
tor or video switcher and an audio mixer .

SPECIFICA TIONS

GENERAL

Power source: DC 12V
Operating temperature: 5°C to 40°C

Dimensions(WxHxD): 330 x 79 x 182 mm
Weight: 1.2 kg

EDITING CONTROLS

Edit modes: Assemble and Insert
Edit point trim: Possible by frame in both directions

DISPLA y

Time counter: Up to 9 hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds, 24 frame
Display mode: Total time/elapsed time of edit/edit-in and-out

points/edit duration
Display medium: LED

VCRCONTROLS
Control buttons: PLAY, REC (for recorder only), FF, REW,

PAUSE/STILL, SEARCH
Dial search: Continuously variable depending on the player and

recorder models used.
Jog dial: Provided

VTRINTERFACE

The RM-G800U uses the JVC ~ontrol bus system provided on
the BR-S800U and BR-SSOOU.

Desiqn and specifications subiect to chanqe without notice.

DISTRIBUTED BY

JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
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